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ABSTRACT 
As a result of tremendous development of artificial intelligences (AIs), under certain conditions, men 
must interact with computing machines. Scientists aspire that AI must possess high level intelligence 
like humans, however, this falls short of one prominent aspect of human characteristic i.e. conscience. 
As such, the properties of AI do not emulate the human mind altogether, since it must incorporate the 
domain of human ethics. The aim of this paper is to explore how fundamental ethics would have 
implications for the environment of intelligent individuals (man/AI-product) and also the environment 
in which it takes place. It is this possibility of having an ethical society of sustainable AI that is 
answered in this brief paper. Here research emphasizes the role of the scientists and indicates how 
ethical values should be always considered while creating AI in a society whereas sustainability has 
direct relation to the ethics. The discussion would be centered on the ‘the need of presence of 
conscience in each intelligent individual makes for an ethical society’. This paper highlights the 
lurking danger that the absence of ethics poses at the hands of Artificial Intelligence. 
 
Keywords: Artificial Intelligence, Human being, Conscience, Ethics, Sustainable AI, Ethical society, 
Decision making. 
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
Human Ethics is a complex subject which is mostly connected to the well being of society. Being a 
morally bound society, all creatures have some level of ethical conscience which humans as social 
creatures possess owing to cognitive capacities [1], whereas, the fundamental ethical ancient Greek 
philosophical question ‘what should I do?’ pursuit of a ‘good’ life emerges from the effects of human 
actions on others in the society. In fact moral philosophy, since the time of ancient Greeks has been 
agent oriented, it primarily concentrates its attention on the moral nature and development of the 
individual agent who perform the action and can therefore be properly described as an agent-oriented, 
‘subjective ethics’ [2]. For brevity, in some parts of the paper, uses the term “intelligent agent” to refer 
to AI as one intelligent member of society having the ability to acquire knowledge and this makes AI 
active and have adaptive capabilities that is the basic and key characteristic of any life things.  
 
In a society, every individual is supposed to ask this question ‘who is affected?’ and ‘what can be 
excluded from the consideration?’ while taking decision for doing anything. In fact, the moral agency 
behavior depends on the existence of other moral agents even in some part which is definitely a part of 
this social cognition. In recent edges humans have started searching alternatives which lead to either a 
positive side or negative side (we mostly have experienced less positive aspects) which has resulted 
into this change where values of people becomes very important in this context of consciousness [3]. It 
will always remain an issue to think about the biggest challenge which is “understanding of AI” and 
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ethics becoming relevant to it, it has an impact on humans for a quality life [4]. Social interaction now 
takes place mostly through AI [5] in the way that many countries for instance Japanese concentrate on 
using AIs and have positive view about having them for better quality of their life [6]. 
 
The today’s hot domain,  AI, is a product that can be similar to human with the ability of thinking and 
creating ideas. In fact, while talking about ethics in society, we can conclude that the ethics of its 
participants like that of an AI begins to act like humans in the society [4]. Then here the element of 
conscience of this AI plays an important role. One has to evaluate the quality of thinking as well as the 
level of comfort that we have in putting our lives in the hands of products. The idea is to also measure 
the amount of ethics that such AIs follow as members of society. Is it possible that while making them 
intelligent, the designer can make them follow ethics also to be called sustainable product? The 
remainder of this research will address the following topics. In the first section, we have explained 
about the importance of presence of conscience in the futuristic AI to be called sustainable AI, in the 
next part we address the similarities of human and AI, to reach to the next section about actions of AI, 
which like humans is based on decision making. The next step of this research is to study about the 
effect of presence of conscience in each an intelligent individual in the society. Finally, in discussion 
we have debate to answer about the possibility of having ethical society of human and sustainable AI.  
 
PRESENCE OF CONSCIENCE IN THE FUTURISTIC SUSTAINABLE AI 
In the past, study on conscience in domain of product design was not an important issue; in the way 
that user as a thinker and decision maker based on his conscience level was subjective to use the 
product in an ethical manner which the impact of his individual ethical or nonethical behavior was just 
on his responsibility. However, designers have designed intelligent products and again we cannot just 
put the responsibility on users as product also is decision maker and can be responsible. Hence the 
fundamental user-centered design disciplines is going to change in the near future in order to make the 
product with high intelligence level which is called creativity (A(8) level of automation) as human 
has; although this idea still is very far from current technology [7]. 
 
 In the scenario that intelligent user and intelligent product (AI) live together; the way user interact 
with the intelligent product and vice versa is influenced by the level of conscience of both the human 
and AI and study on ethical behavior must cover both user and product. Outstanding abilities of AI 
such as reasoning, behaviorism and comparison [8] without getting tired make a distinction from 
intelligent human. It could be very dangerous to human if AI does not have conscience, therefore she 
(AI) could not act ethically towards human and as a product would not be called a sustainable product. 
Technology for creating sustainable AI should promote environmental conservation, human safety and 
technology development, and then bring together the world of action that involves ethics with the 
ways of developing new technologies in a flexible manner [9]. It would be very late if we make the AI 
with lack of conscience and face her unethical behavior and then try to resolve the problem which 
could reach to very dangerous level against the humanity. 
 
HUMANS, THE ORIGIN OF CREATING AIS 
It is very important to understand how in different fields AI can be used besides humans especially in 
very difficult and sensitive situations. Human would like to make things easier and life more 
convenient, hence prefer to have one AI besides him which is incapable of producing errors and 
perfectly does the desired task [10]. Scientists to fulfill this desire, make effort to make AIs function 
based on human intelligence. AIs similar to humans are those which are intelligent for their ability to 
interact with their surroundings and for this purpose the ability of humans which is learning has been 
replaced in these AIs [11].  
 
AIs are designed in a way that can continuously receive and store information. Current AIs for 
analyzing the task have the structure similar to that of the human brain and store the results of the task 
as an experience to use them in the future ((A7) level of automation). In fact, reasoning is the method 
that human uses for resolving complicated matters in his life and functioning of AIs similar to humans 
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are based on this learned information to stimulate the reasoning process. For example, RQ-170 
Sentinel, an unmanned aerial vehicle, nick-named the Beast of Kandahar has an advanced detective 
device which has the reasoning ability which does not need to be controlled by any control center [7]. 
AIs despite being creative ((A8) level of automation) cannot solely refer to any stored information. It 
helps us imagine that creative AI exists by referring to Stanley Kubrick’s majestic 2001: A Space 
Odyssey, an epic science fiction film. Here Clarke [12] has explained that how the world of AIs is 
expanding and how the AI is controlling everything around it.  
 
The movie shows that this AI possessing unparalleled creativity has become the enemy of the humans. 
In this science fiction film, the intelligent computer called Hal had the intelligence equal to humans as 
we see in its conversation with Dave, one of the two people who live in the space craft, and their 
conversation shows its level of intelligence. Part of the conversation is as follows: 
Dave: What is the problem? 
Hal: I think you know what the problem is just as well as I do. 
Dave: What are you talking about, HAL? 
Hal: This mission is too important for me to allow you to jeopardize it. 
Dave: I don’t know what you’re talking about, HAL? 
Hal: I know you and Frank were planning to disconnect me, and I’m afraid that’s something I cannot 
allow to happen. 
Dave: Where the hell’d you get that idea, HAL? 
Hal: Dave, although you took through precautions in the pod against my hearing you, I could see your 
lips move. 
 
If this story actually happens in reality, then this important issue about high level AIs can go through 
this research paper to understand the issue related to the domain of ethics. We understand that an AI 
having high level intelligence (having (A8) level of automation) with the characteristics of creativity 
lowers the level of intelligence (having (A7) level of automation) which is argument based affecting 
decision making [7].  
 
THE ETHICS-MORAL STATUS AND AUTONOMOUS DECISION MAKER 
As a simple definition of AI, could say that she is often regarded as the science of reasoning [13] 
therefore thinking about AI as a science which mimics human beings, obviously owes it to having 
decision making capability. Explaining it in a simpler way is that, in AI, the database part stores the 
information-based part of the product and the decision-making agent provides the intelligence. As a 
very simple example, in the very past technologies, automatic identification (Auto-ID technologies, 
such as barcode) has been used to identify products or delivery units which is the level of decision 
making of the computing machine [14].  
 
AIs require the decision-making ability which could be possible with the presence of agents that helps 
the AIs develop their knowledge and reasoning capabilities in the face of repetitive tasks in an 
automated way. Even in cases where the AIs have to detect and react to changes in the environment 
(decision making), agents help the product to overcome the change of the environment [15]. Similar to 
human beings, in case of decision making, the AI uses fuzzy logic filters, depend on environmental 
conditions that are placed on different alert statuses. These alert statuses allow the AI to be in different 
possible modes. Depending on the level of alert status and the distinctiveness of the scenario, the robot 
will modify corresponding areas of memory. This decision affects the robot’s reaction in future 
situations [7]. 
 
The decision-making ability of AI was previously inculcated by the designer of the system, as it is 
related to the idea of the program. In fact the intelligence of the artifact was not similar to that of 
humans which makes it connected to the program only. Later on growing the technology, increased 
the level of automation of the AI, hence process of decision making of the AIs changed. AIs through 
experience can learn, keep its results as a source and then with reference to this information solve 
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certain problems, even making decisions and engaging in arguments. For example, SIRI (on the 
iPhone) can have conversations with its user which is based on its ability of processing information 
which shows the high level of its intelligence ((A7) level of automation) closest to the intelligence of 
humans [7], as Duquenoy [4] says: “computer technology, by virtue of its logical operation could 
mimic the rationality of human beings”, but at the some point about creative AIs ((A8) level of 
automation), it is not clear whether technology would be able to create agents to be called ethical 
agents [16], the agent that autonomously (able to determine her future goals and make choices) 
interacts with humans which is supposed to be based on everyday morals and decision making ability.  
 
Moral agent is an individual that can perform actions, for good or evil. The moral community has 
expanded but still there are many things that do not have any morals. Many also classify agents as 
object not having any moral standing. As the ethics core is the prevention of harm, therefore, agents 
having moral standing means she cannot hurt any member of society since as per Kant [17] an action 
would be called ethical if it treats humanity. Therefore, action of individuals as Aristotle [18] mentions 
is the core of ethics. Therefore, in an ethical society both human and agents have moral standing. In 
fact, in today’s society the ethics of human-agent relations that would have immense personal, social 
and cultural repercussions. 
 
The researcher believes that the autonomous intelligent agent is a free agent as a decision maker, just 
as humans. Johnson [19] mentions: “Moral action is an exercise of freedom and freedom is what 
makes morality possible”, therefore we can call the intelligent agent an autonomous moral agent. In 
general, morality has been recognized as something addressing human activity. After creating the 
autonomous AI, with same level of intelligence as human has, the moral society has now expanded to 
include the intelligent agent and would independently take all her action and enter the domain of 
ethical parameters of a moral society. Smart house as hot focus is another example that explains why 
AIs have a close relation with the ethical and moral rules of our society. If we install a lot of sensors 
like cameras, microphones, position information collectors based on GPS or Wi-Fi signals and 
environment sensors with a house, this house will be controlled by the intelligent agents located in a 
data center.  
 
The people living in it should benefit from the smart house system generally, but it is possible that the 
smart house would discover the host’s life action and habits, those data must be private and secret but 
published for other people because the data has been transmitted to the data center and other people 
should be able to touch them. To compensate this fault or bug, human designers must guarantee that 
the smart houses do not have any such fault or bug, just like we guarantee our pets behavior well 
according to our society ethical rules. We train our pets and expect them to obey the norms and 
depending whether they are obedient or not we call them good or bad pet and they are under our 
control, but we cannot expect an AI to be rewarded for good behavior and it will be completely 
individualistic with an ability to take any action with very little control on her behavior. But then, 
because of this freedom, humans have to think about the consequences of their actions. If our pets 
create any problem, we are responsible for them but the AI as an individual is its own moral agent and 
entirely responsible for the consequences of its actions and in relation to other indivituals should act 
ethically as Human beings as well as free individuals should treat other humans to the highest ethical 
level [20].  
 
IN HUMAN, CONSCIENCE ACTS AS A CONTROLLER 
The conscience in human has already an important role to play while taking decisions and in the 
society that the accommodation of AIs and humans together is related to each other, the matter of 
conscience in each individual becomes very crucial. For understanding this issue, it is better to have a 
small introduction about the origin of conscience in humans as an intelligent being. Darwin [21] (as 
the first person who has had discussion about conscience) pointed out that the conscience evolves 
from the heart or should we say the soul of what it is to be human. The moral sense and conscience 
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could be seen as the product of natural selection of our intelligent brains. There are many qualities 
produced by our conscience which in a passage concerned with instincts of ‘sympathy’, Darwin wrote: 
“Any animal whatever, endowed with well-marked social instincts, the parental and filial affections 
being here included, would inevitably acquire a moral sense or conscience as soon as its intellectual 
powers had become as well developed, or nearly as well developed, as in man.” 
 
Joseph Butler, a British philosopher, believed that we have a “Human nature” and within this nature 
there is a system and human conscience belongs to this system. Butler would say that we must listen to 
our conscience because it allows us to act as a moral judge and  is an ability to use reason as a factor in 
a moral decision [22] as he says: 
“Conscience does not only offer itself to show us the way we should walk in, but it. Likewise carries its 
own authority with it, that it is our natural guide, the guide assigned us by the Author of our nature: it 
therefore belongs to our condition of being: it is our duty to walk in that path, and follow this guide.” 
Beside the effort of philosophers in defining the conscience, scientists as well have tried to find the 
place in the human brain that conscience functions. As their result, the human conscience functions in 
the prefrontal cortex and the paralimbic system [23].  
 
For many believers who are not talking about conscience as a voice inside the head, consider it as a 
biochemical imbalance in the brain. Until now, there has been challenge to make AIs as intelligent as 
possible, almost like a replica of human beings. Besides intelligence, should highlight that conscience 
exists as an inner guide for all actions in a human society. Disobeying this conscience leads to 
unpleasant feelings in humans. As a result, guilt is the most common feeling that an individual 
witness. He feels ashamed of and frightened when it goes against what his conscience tells him. But 
unfortunately, AIs are without this inner guide. Therefore, the interaction between the individuals 
having conscience and individuals without conscience could be very dangerous in a society; although 
religions already indirectly have argued the lack of conscience in the AIs. At the same time, there are 
different perceptions that mentions about the soul. Christianity sees the soul as something exclusive to 
humans whereas Confucianism and Buddhism also have the notion of souls for inanimate objects 
(rocks, waterfalls) [24].Therefore, these beliefs could influence the perception of non-animate things 
something in a positive light. But it is not mentioned here whether these two religions have 
differentiated between good souls and bad souls. If so, we accept these beliefs. Otherwise, we do not 
know which one of these two souls the AIs have. 
 
The definition of conscience can be quoted with a verse of well-known Persian mathematician, 
philosopher Hakim Omar Khayyam. He [25] says: 
 “As God created my existence. From the very beginning, gave me conscience. And then, with my 
heart made a key.  With which I can open the doors of cognition. “ 
 
Socrates calls conscience as an inner voice [26] which acts as an intuition or judgment that drives 
away from values and principles [27]. If human action goes against these moral values, makes him 
feel guilty. On the other hand, obeying such values makes him feel very comfortable and satisfied. But 
AIs do not have any inner voice or inner light to be a guide for their action hence certain task like 
nursing or judgment must not be given to intelligent products because they don’t have qualities of 
compassion and intuition; but in human, intuition helps him to be able to do each and every task 
ethically [28]. Scientists have been doing many researches for years to make AIs only as intelligent as 
human. As Taylor [11] says:  
“The sort of intelligence to be attained in machines should simulate human intelligence.” 
 
There has not been any suggestion yet to think about the presence of conscience in human which is 
something beyond his intelligence. There is much more beyond human mind and scientists should not 
pay attention only to the simple replication of the brain because this will never help them to 
understand the real truths about human behavior [29]. 
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DISCUSSION 
After clarifying what means to be a moral agent which would be relevant to thinking about both agents 
and humans, we realized the moral status of intelligent autonomous agent is ‘more’ than that of any 
mere machine. From the above research, we came to know that creative intelligent products who are 
able to perform creative reasoning and in comparison to these products, human beings must be 
considered as an end and not as a means to something else. Because, it is a matter that AIs without 
having any conscience can not be concerned with utility or any action that increases the happiness of 
the society rather than diminishing it. Non-sustainable intelligent products without conscience could 
be a danger to our planet, and it is an ethical imperative that we should not leave the planet in a worse 
state than we found it. In human society, we always consider how our actions stimulate others by 
being influenced by our conscience, ethics is considered in all human activities, but we cannot be sure 
about AIs without conscience in the society whereas ethics is a philosophy of doing the “right thing” 
based on personal and cultural values [29].  
 
But do intelligent autonomous decision makers have personal values? When you act ethically, 
considering yourself secondary, then you might consider how your actions will affect others in the 
society. In fact AIs without conscience can never think about this issue, ethics is carried into all human 
activities in the society which at the same time is, needless to mention, is involved in various ways 
with the action of AIs [29]. As we enter into an ethical debate and engage with these dilemmas on a 
personal and professional level, we may change our views or change view of others. The real test 
though is whether, as we reflect on these matters, we change the way we act as well as the way we 
think. Socrates, the ‘father’ of philosophy, proposed that people will naturally do ‘good’ if they know 
what is right. But this point might only lead us to yet another question: how do we know what is right? 
[30]. As we mentioned in our research, the crucial presence of the conscience is the best guide to make 
our action in a right way, so the same question should be asked about AIs, that is: how do AIs know 
what is right? The only answer to this ethical question is conscience; but very sadly, these intelligent 
artifact are without conscience. 
 
AI researchers always say that, in order to create any form of intelligent agent, one must create a 
system that is capable of learning; although the core of human intelligence is learning but in this 
research paper, we have mentioned that every aspect of creating AIs is acceptable only after the 
resolve of the lack of conscience. AI researchers until now never mentioned that AI should have 
conscience. About human we always first talk about conscience because conscience in human makes a 
platform for the intelligence to be in an ethical path and same should also be applied with the AIs. 
Human beings with the influence of his conscience can take good decisions but the decision making of 
AIs without conscience could be without ethics and therefore can be very harmful and dangerous 
therefore these kinds of AIs could not be called sustainable AIs. Although day by day all the countries 
try to use AIs in every task but in another hand still there are many doubts in using them that somehow 
is visible in the people reactions for example, in western culture, especially their literature and movies 
(e.g Frankenstein’s Monster, I Robot) view the intelligent agents as very dangerous to society and 
speaks how we lose control over them [6].  
 
Charles T. Rubin [31] mentioned that AIs can be neither designed nor guaranteed to be benevolent. He 
believes in AIs as “Any sufficiently advanced benevolence may be indistinguishable from 
malevolence.” Therefore, we should not expect AIs to be compassionate and caring, also act ethically, 
since there is no evidence to show that AIs would be sympathetic to the human system of morality, 
which has evolved along with our particular biology. Therefore, we should look at it as a serious risk 
to civilization, humans and the planet Earth. Through this research paper, the researcher warn that, if 
we want to put our life in the hand of AIs, we should have complete knowledge about their positive 
morality in our society, as Weizenbaum [32] requests, we should make sure that AIs behave properly 
by verifying their behavior. He sees AIs as useful to humans if we could understand them. In current 
scenarios AIs take logical decision only based on vertical thinking ((A7) level of automation) that 
happens based on their assumptions and experiences, if our AI researchers could make an AI which 
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could be able to take decision based on its horizontal thinking ((A8) level of automation), the AIs 
would have special intelligence equal to humans, and without conscience would be able to deceive 
others and could act like the man’s enemy, then it can cause irreparable damage to humans [7].  
 
Therefore, the behavior of AIs cannot be considered as ethical in such case. So, could our society 
comprising such intelligent individuals as decision makers whom we are unable to predict the thinking 
and behavior of these AIs leading to uncontrollable situations be recognized as an ethical society? The 
AIs would able to take any kind of decision leading to the enslavement of human beings to their 
logical yet unethical behaviors. Therefore, humans instead of feeling pleasant of being with AIs could 
feel underrated. This boils down to the fact that the most important parameter for making AIs more 
amenable to human use is to generate ethical behavior in them. There has always been an argument 
that if we do not need to build moral machines, but then how can we still talk about the moral 
significance and consequences of such current intelligent agents. Based on the high degree of 
autonomy of the agent it is certainly required to have moral status and moral responsibility as human 
has.  
 
CONCLUSIONS 
Summing up this research paper we can take the position that the ethical values of individuals in an 
intelligent society is very important to keep the society in balance. However, this would always be the 
process of transferring the ethical environment that is changed by technology. This paper does not 
discuss in detail about AIs (with high level intelligence same as human) but has spoken about the 
wholesome real scenario and has attempted to give its opinion or suggestions towards improving what 
we may call the “intelligent society” behavior. These issues are managed in a different way, and are 
beyond the scope of this work. What this paper does offer for consideration is the real fact that the 
existence of conscience in every intelligent individual in a human society provides a basis for the 
expectation of ethical action from them. 
 
As conclusion of this research we would say that, such AIs, without conscience, as members of society 
cannot follow ethics. It is impossible that while making AIs intelligent, the designer make them follow 
ethics and cannot be called sustainable product. Hence unsustainable AIs cannot make ethical society. 
One should always consider the creation of the environment within which ethical action can take 
place. In future, there would be more interaction between humans and AIs, and this could help locate 
intelligent machines at a very crucial level. Thinking about interaction of this kind, the researcher has 
questioned on the interactional circumstances and how these intelligent products are going to behave 
and take action. So, we might wonder whether there are certain qualities of interaction. 
 
Taking these possibilities seriously in creating these AIs one might offer a different perspective for 
humans. Generalizing further, can we interpret ways of changing intelligence in humans and begin to 
study this aspect deeper to develop resource for creation of AIs?  
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